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The drilling and development of
Bartlesville, Red Fork, Skinner and Prue
sandstone reservoirs in the Long Branch
Field of eastern Payne County, Oklahoma
provides a perfect illustration of the lithologic complexities involved in the exploration for fluvio-deltaic sands on the Cherokee
Platform of northern Oklahoma. Detailed
stratigraphic analysis shows quite clearly
that the oil traps, reservoir architecture and
aerial distribution of reservoir sands is controlled by both depositional and erosional
events, which can leave the resulting sands
compartmentalized and complex. The primary problem is the presence of clay filled
channels within the sandstone complex
that can be both of depositional (deltaic) or
erosional (tidal) origin. Understanding how
these events interact to generate the final
sand package can lead to the discovery of
(Continued on Page 22)

President's Column
Ralph J. Daigle, #2467
The Woodlands, Texas
As they say in Cajun Country, “Come
Pass a Good Time in the Big Easy.” For
those who attended this year’s convention
in New Orleans, it was well worth it. We
timed it just right because the heat and
humidity were right around the corner.
My compliments extend to Ken Huffman,
Jim Evans and the New Orleans Chapter
members that assisted in various capacities
for hosting this year’s convention. The
speakers and topics were dynamic and
right on point. The activities extended from
tours which gave various flavors of the
area, to cooking classes. It goes without
saying that we couldn’t make it without our
sponsors’ contributions. They are too
numerous to mention here, but, a big thank
you is in order. (See the SIPES 2015
Convention Ad & Sponsorship Form on page
33). Combined with the Creole Tomato
Festival, there wasn’t a lack of things to do
in New Orleans. Being a charter member of
the World War II Museum, it was a must
stop for me to see the latest additions that
have been made.
(Continued on Page 12)



The following reports on national, environmental, and state
issues were prepared by SIPES Vice President of National
Energy George Carlstrom, Environmental Committee Chair Bill
Finley, and State Legislative Affairs Chairman Craig Smith. The
views and opinions expressed are those of the authors. Some of
the information presented is in the public domain and is available from a variety of sources; other references were selected by
the authors, and are noted in their reports.

n NATIONAL ENERGY

Energy Realities Versus Past Projections:
Where Are We, Really?
Where and who we are today is the
cumulative result of the big and little
decisions we make every day. We can all
smile with amusement (or dismay) at
significant, course altering decisions we
made on a whim or with minimal information. Often well-meaning but misinformed advice from friends and relatives
George Carlstrom have been the source of our information.
The direction our energy policy is
headed in today is the result of similar decisions and
course corrections our policy makers have made over the
past several years. Some examples are:
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The Report of the National Energy Policy Development
Group was published in May 2001 and gave an assessment
of where we were and where we needed to go to provide
a “Reliable, Affordable, and Environmentally Sound
Energy for America’s Future.” President George W. Bush
is quoted on the first page as saying “America must have
an energy policy that plans for the future, but meets the
needs of today. I believe we can develop our natural
resources and protect our environment.”
Vice President Dick Cheney wrote in his cover letter:
“The report reflects the requirements and philosophy for
our work. It envisions a comprehensive long-term strategy
that uses leading edge technology to produce an integrated energy, environmental and economic policy. To achieve
a 21st century quality of life — enhanced by reliable
energy and a clean environment — we must modernize
conservation, modernize our infrastructure, increase our
energy supplies, including renewable, accelerate the production and improvement of our environment, increasing
our energy security.”
All well-stated, politically correct comments about a
report intended to be used to set energy policy for at least
the Bush administration and hopefully for years to come.
This all sounds great, but look at the premise the entire
report is based on. In the overview the figures on page 3
are presented.
In the year 2000, domestic oil production was declining
and natural gas production was increasing at a rate insufficient to keep up with demand. Using the ubiquitous
strait edge approach for projecting trends, key infrastructure and strategy changes have been implemented. Both
government and industry bought off on these trends and
jumped in. Oil refineries on the Gulf Coast were modified
to handle the “dregs” of the remaining world oil supply,
the heavy, high-sulfur stuff from Venezuela and the
Middle East. We began planning (and actually completed
one) LNG import terminal and invested heavily in alternative fuels (ethanol and bio-diesel) and alternative sources
of energy, primarily wind and solar.
Carbon Dioxide: Because carbon-based fuel sources
dominate our fuel supply, energy and environmental concerns are intertwined. (See the pie chart on the opposite
page from the 2001 Report showing the fuel mix for electrical power generation in year 2000).
In the current battle over carbon emissions, the administration has been given a very large club to use. On June 2,
2014 the EPA was given the authority to regulate carbon
dioxide. This is considered to be the end of new coal fired
power stations. How did the administration get this power
without going through Congress? As outlined in an article
in The Washington Post by Pat Michaels (June 3, 2014) “We
the people elected a Congress that, in 1990, passed a massive amendment to the existing Clean Air Act that barely
mentioned carbon dioxide. Only a few green lobbyists
(Continued)
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probably know that it was buried in the text. In 2007, the
Supreme Court held in a 5-4 decision that the act indeed
gave the president the power to regulate carbon dioxide.”

Oil Export Ban: “Think back to those images of soaring
gasoline prices and long gas lines in the 1970s, when an
embargo by Arab nations shook the global economy.
Congress approved the Energy Policy and Conservation
Act in 1975, which sought to promote domestic fuel production and efficiency and created a Strategic Petroleum
Reserve for emergencies. It also codified the notion that
U.S.-produced crude oil shouldn’t be exported.
“Companies can request exemptions that are in “the
national interest,” but the Brookings energy experts (Tim
Boersma and Charles Ebinger in a January report) say the
overall policy has discouraged exports of crude while
allowing shipments of refined products to reach 1.7 million
barrels per day in 2012.
“The U.S. Commerce Department is allowing two energy
companies to export a lightly refined petroleum product – a
move seen by some as a first step toward the possible lifting
of a longstanding U.S. ban on crude-oil exports.” (Mark
Trymbull in The Christian Science Monitor).
The “lightly refined petroleum product” is condensate
(distillate) which is the feedstock for the petrochemical
industry. The abundance of cheap distillate is starting to
attract European companies to relocate to the U.S. and can
potentially reinvigorate U.S. manufacturing.
The “Law of Unintended Consequences” reigns supreme.
We are restricting the import of heavy crude from Canada,
which the Gulf Coast refineries have geared up to handle.
(Continued)
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We are restricting the export of the
light, sweet crude that the rest of the
world wants, while exporting the
refined products we could be using at
home and starting to export the “condensate” which could revive U.S.
manufacturing. Go figure?
The point of all this disjointed rambling is that we are living with the
results of past policies that were based
on the “wisdom of the day." There has
been little adjustment for the changes
in technology that have occurred. The
natural gas shortfall is now a gas surplus and that LNG import facility is
being converted to a LNG export facility. Our oil refining capability is not
appropriate for the domestic crude
available, and if oil production keeps
climbing at its current rate we could
become a net exporter of crude oil. We
are faced with significant (crippling)
carbon dioxide restrictions because of
non-descript language slipped into a
bill 25 years ago.
The American economic engine is
strong enough to plow through much
of this, but right now we are living
with what appears to be a muddled
and poorly thought out energy policy.
I will endeavor to sort through some
of these issues in future reports.

n ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

The Southeast Louisiana Flood
Protection Authority —
East Lawsuit — An Update
In an article from
the Advocate, Quinn
Hillyer stated "Some
well motivated people working for a
good cause have filed
a lawsuit almost
absurd in his contenBill Finley
tions, without authority to file such a
suit, while hurting, in both political
and practical terms, the very cause
they intend to advance." "At issue is
the dreadful loss of coastal wetlands
that has plagued Louisiana for at least
a century. ... The lawsuits aim to force
as many as 97 energy-related companies to rebuild the wetlands and pay
for past damages."

Both the Flood Protection Authority
and the parishes are suing the "Big
Oil" companies. Mr. Hillyer went on
to say "None of those bodies has
responsibility for permitting or
reviewing the pipeline and canals created by the energy companies." "It is
virtually impossible to apportion
"blame" to the companies. It is wellestablished that the pipelines and
canals have exacerbated the problem
- but there are numerous other causes."
"Probably the greatest of all is the construction of a vast system of levees
that, while protecting populations
against floods, also cut off the resupply of soil that otherwise would feed
and maintain the wetlands."
In a rebuttal to Mr. Hillyer, John
Barry former vice president, Southeast
Louisiana Flood Protection AuthorityEast, stated "Are the levees a factor?
Yes. But society as a whole decided to
build the levees, and the government
built them. ... Any damage levees
caused were an unintended consequence of those benefits." [Commercial
and private interests persuaded the
public (government) to fund building
the levees to protect their investments.] "Oil production was different.
Companies sought permission to drill
in return for the opportunity to make
private profits" [Access to energy supplies is vital to the economic growth
and security of our nation.], "and
because everyone knew that one consequence of their operation would be
damage to the coast, permits that they
agreed to required remediation, and
state laws since 1980 required areas to
be "restored as near as practicable to
their original condition" when production ceased." [What about "as near
as practicable."] "The purpose of the
lawsuits is to get the companies to
honor their contractual obligations
under their permits and compel them
to obey state law."
And most recently Mr. Hillyer has
restated his arguments. "The actual
demands of the suits are far more
unreasonable... than my earlier column detailed. Again and again, the
plaintiffs demand "backfilling and
revegetating each and every canal

dredged by (the oil companies)." "The
cost of "revegetating" each of them
would be insanely prohibitive, not to
mention that in many cases the task
would be a physical near impossibility... One can't revegetate areas that
long since have become open water."
And so how do you now define "as
near as practicable?"
Mr. Hillyer continues with "Nowhere
does the suit explain why the oil companies uniquely... should bear these
costs." And "The suit doesn't stop
there; it also asks for substantial, but
undefined, financial payments from
the companies to the levee board". But
this is apparently a rogue agency
because "Last December, 16 of
Louisiana's 17 levee boards voted to
demand that the SLFPA-East drop this
naked attempt in securing jackpot (in)
justice."
To get a better appreciation for the
loss of coastal wetlands please visit
the following website:
http://www.nola.com/speced/lastchance/multimedia/flashlandloss1.
swf

Deltas Built the Land
Figure 1 (on page 5) illustrates the
building mechanism for the Southeast
Louisiana coast, deltaic depositional
sequences. As geoscientists we recognize these processes, and they are well
understood along the Louisiana Gulf
Coast because of the data collected by
oil companies during their exploration efforts there. This deposition is a
give and take as the delta front shifts
locations, but even with some land
loss at abandoned deltas, the overall
impact for the last 6000 years has been
a small gain. With the establishment
of New Orleans as a commercial center in the 1700s we have artificially
maintained the then existing delta
system preventing any natural shifting process that would have made
sediment available to rebuild other
parts of the coast. As a consequence
this small gain has been translated
into a huge loss over the last 300 years
and is especially pronounced during
the last 80 years with an estimated
2000 mi.² of coast lost. This averages to
(Continued)
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Figure 1. Building the Louisiana Coast - 6,000 years of Delta Deposition, 80 years of Land
Loss.

25 mi.² per year, but averages can be
misleading as we will see.
As deltas build the land, deposition
shifts in response to available accommodation space. Deposition is rapid,
resulting in loosely consolidated wet
sediments. When the delta shifts to a
new location, the sedimentary layers
compact by dewatering and that
results in subsidence of the abandoned delta plane. Examining Figure
2 (on page 6) we see how the St.
Bernard Delta built substantial coastal
lands out to the East, but quickly lost
ground to subsidence as the deposition shifted to the Lafourche Delta
1000 years ago. As the deposition

again shifted to the location of the current Bird's Foot Delta we see that
more of the delta plain of the St.
Bernard as well as much of the
Lafourche Delta had subsided and
become open water. The bottom image
in Figure 2 shows the coastline in 1930
as the Mississippi River is completely
impounded with levees. Even though
much of that previous coast has
already been lost, this is where we put
the starting point for assessing the
current issues of coastal loss.

Levees Protect Commerce but
at the Expense of the Marsh
While levees have advantages, they
are built solely for commercial and

private interests. The primary function of levees is to prevent floods and
protect property. As such they tend to
provide us with a sense of security
that encourages further development
requiring more and higher levees. Yet
as we have seen repeatedly in the past
they tend to fail to do that job when
most needed. Nevertheless as John
Barry suggested, society has demanded government provide this protection even though we may not understand the unintended consequences of
the benefits they provide. It's when
they fail that we understand the costs
of these consequences.
Figure 3 (on page 7) illustrates the
consequences of confining the river
with levees. The first and most widely
recognized consequence is loss of sediment replenishment resulting in subsidence that combined with rising sea
level causes significant land loss.
Much of the land behind impounding
levees is below sea level.
A second less understood consequence is a reduction of freshwater
flow into marshy areas that would
counteract saltwater intrusion. The
Caernarvon Water Diversion Project,
designed to better understand this
process ran into difficulty from competing interests. The freshwater
diverted from the Mississippi River at
Caernarvon impacted the productivity of oyster beds resulting in lawsuits
from the oyster industry. And we now
believe that the fresh water from
Caernarvon transitioned the marsh
grass from deep rooted salt water
varieties to shallow rooted fresh water
varieties, contributing to the excessive
erosion of the marsh from Katrina's
storm surge as seen in Figure 7 (on
page 9). This illustrates how levees on
the Mississippi River have diverted
most of the freshwater needed to protect marsh grass from saltwater mortality.

Canals Stimulate Commerce
and Economic Growth of
Many Industries
Canals are the other side of this coin.
As you can see in Figure 4 (on page 7),
New Orleans had many canals in 1900
(Continued)
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used primarily for drainage so the
swamp and marshland surrounding
the French Quarter could be developed for commercial use increasing
the need for protection levees. Many
other canals existed in the marsh and
swamps of coastal Louisiana during
this period, all prior to the oil industry. They were in place to aid navigation and to exploit other natural
resources such as the fur trade and
logging the cypress swamps. Canals
were then and are now recognized as
an engineering method for promoting
commerce as illustrated by the
Intracoastal Canal and MRGO. The
MRGO Canal (not the oil canals) was
deemed responsible for allowing
storm surge from Hurricane Katrina
to inundate New Orleans East and has
since been plugged.
The Southeast Louisiana Flood
Protection Authority East has jurisdiction only on the Louisiana coast east
of the Mississippi River and New
Orleans as seen in Figure 5 (on page
8). As plaintiffs in the lawsuit they
demand that the oil companies repair
every canal dredged as well as fund
wetland restoration and flood protection projects under their control. But
we haven't considered another player
in the coastal land loss scenario.

Hurricanes

Figure 2. Gains and Losses - Shifting Deposition Patterns Illustrate
Significance of Subsidence.

Figure 6 (on page 8) shows tracks of
some of the hurricanes to impact the
Gulf and Louisiana coast during the
last 40 years. Absent are Camille in '65
and Audrey in '57 among others. As
shown in Figure 7 (on page 9), the
image in the lower half of the New
Orleans East area before Katrina is
very similar to what the marsh looked
like in the 1930s (Fig. 2). The top half
of figure 7 is post-Katrina and shows
most of that area including East New
Orleans is underwater. No wonder
the levee board is nervous, there is no
longer a buffer from future storms,
and this is all from one hurricane.
Some of this area has reemerged,
but the consequences of the 2005 hurricane season is estimated to have
reduced the Louisiana coast by 217
mi.² of marsh. This is 10% of the total
(Continued)
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land loss estimated over the last 80
years. It wouldn't take many storm
seasons like this to account for most of
the Louisiana coastal loss. But we look
at the averages and make the assumption this is a slow steady process. This
then allows us to correlate with other
slow steady processes, like canal
dredging and hydrocarbon production, as causes, but quantifying the
contributions of these activities is
inaccurate. This is why numerous scientific studies have estimates from
less than 10% to as much as 40% of the
total land loss assigned to the energy
industry. However, Chris McLindon
gave a well-researched, scientificallybased presentation at the 2014
Convention in New Orleans refuting
any industry responsibility for coastal
land loss. (You miss a lot when you
don't go to the Convention.)

Resource Extraction

Figure 3. Levees - No Counter-balance to Subsidence nor to Influx of Salt Water.

Figure 4. Canals - Navigation and Drainage - Present long before "Big Oil."

Figure 8 (on page 9) then is a graph
showing oil, gas, and water production from the Louisiana Delta plane
plotted against the rate of wetland
loss over the same time period. This
graph is from a USGS article titled
"Slowing of Coastal Subsidence Is
Good News for Restoration of
Louisiana's Wetlands." The premise of
the article is that the extraction of
hydrocarbons and formation water
during periods of heavy production in
the Louisiana Delta plane has been the
primary influence affecting subsidence rates. Note the very few data
points associated with calculated subsidence rates. The increase in rates
between 1945 and 1965, while coinciding with increasing production, could
also be influenced by accelerated rates
of normal compaction since sediment
supply from the Mississippi River has
been cut off since the 1930s. Not
understanding the background rate of
subsidence makes it inaccurate to
assume all of this rate of loss is attributable to just industry activity.
The circumstance of surface subsidence post extraction of formation fluids is well documented and is certainly a contributing factor to increased
subsidence rates in the Louisiana
(Continued)
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The second observation from figure
8 is that the rate of wetland loss in the
peak years around 1965 is only slightly above the so-called 80 year average
of 25 mi.² per year, and that the rate
has slowed to only 10 mi.² per year in
1995, well below the 80 year average.
Also by 1995, the decline in production suggests the hydrocarbon
resource is nearing exhaustion in the
Louisiana delta plain. Given that the
energy industry may have contributed to "accelerating" the inevitable land
loss along the coast, this suggests
there will be little additional future
impact to coastal land loss from the
energy industry here.

The Case for Oil

Figure 5. Southeast Louisiana Flood Authority - East.

Figure 6. Hurricanes - Huge Coastal Impact - 10% of last 80 years of coastal loss from
Katrina/Rita.

coastal basin. However we understand that these reservoirs are not
permanent fixtures and that the
hydrocarbons supporting the pressure of the reservoir will eventually
bleed off and the land above subside.
Producing these resources has only

sped up the process, and is not the
cause per say. In addition, the subsidence would have been localized and
limited to the area of the reservoir, not
evenly distributed over the entire
coastline.

The people of the world and in particular those of us in this country have
a huge appetite for energy, but we like
our energy cheap. Capitalistic enterprises have recognized this demand
and developed technologies to identify and exploit various energy resources. Hydrocarbons provide the biggest
bang for this buck, and the United
States is blessed with an abundance of
these energy resources. The so-called
"Big Oil" companies have done an
excellent job in providing cheap energy to help grow our economy.
We tend to forget or failed to understand the world was a different place
in the '30s and '40s. Back then World
War II was initiated by military dictatorships to gain access to oil to fuel
their war machines. It was the oil companies in this country that made this
resource available so we could win
that conflict. And later it was an abundance of hydrocarbons due to the
efforts of these companies that made
the green revolution of the '60s possible for us to produce the food needed
to feed the world.
As our economy grew we became
addicted and demanded access to
more of this energy, even at the
expense of importing it from abroad.
We were so addicted that we were
willing to invest monetarily and militarily to protect access to these foreign
sources. This then made energy a
(Continued)
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Barry's comments about the unintended damage caused by the levees.

Responsibility

Figure 7. Katrina Impact on New Orleans East - No wonder
SPLFA-E is concerned.

Figure 8. Fluid and Hydrocarbon Extraction vs. Rate of Wetland Loss.

national security resource supported
by society and backed by government,
and as such should qualify "Big Oil's"

energy extraction operations (canals
and production) for the same exemption of damage from unintended consequences as suggested by John

The United States is nearly unique
in allowing private as well as public
ownership of mineral resources. Forprofit private enterprise has been
allowed to negotiate profit sharing
lease agreements with the owners of
these mineral resources. The owners
then have some responsibility for the
actions taken and activity performed
on the lease by the lessee companies,
either by contractual agreement or
negotiated settlement.
In this instance, the state is at least
partial owner of these mineral resources. Regardless of ownership, numerous agencies at both the state and
national level have sold responsibility
for regulating and overseeing the
activity on these leases, including
cleanup and remediation. The levee
board is not one of these agencies. As
Mr. Hillyer put it, "to allow a nonelected, subsidiary part of government to file such suits in contradiction
of the policy of elected branches is to
violate numerous important tenants
of republican (small R) political theory, it also inhibits practical governance."
Mr. Hillyer "also argued that oil
companies already have paid for
whatever portion of wetland damage
is their fault, by forking over billions
of dollars in taxes and royalties
through the years, not to mention
employing many tens of thousands of
workers. Louisianans have only themselves to blame if they haven't sufficiently used those proceeds to mitigate wetland loss."
The reality is that the Louisiana state
economy is mostly supported by these
taxes and royalties from the energy
industries. Many more oil dollars
move through the state from offshore
to support the national economy. In
effect these dollars already provide
much of the funding that pays for
past, current, and future remediation
and restoration projects designed to
protect and restore wetlands.
(Continued)
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And finally, while there are certainly crooks in the mix, I always thought
we were innocent until proven guilty.
In criminal cases, incidents and individuals are investigated until enough
evidence is accumulated to suggest
wrongdoing and identify the suspects.
If compelling enough, the perpetrator
would then be confronted with the
evidence and further legal action
taken to settle the case. In this circumstance, this preliminary investigation
has not been done. Instead anyone
with a record of operation in the jurisdiction of the Levee Board has been
subpoenaed. It is then left up to the
individual companies accused to provide evidence of their innocence at
potential great expense. So now we
are guilty until proven innocent,
assuming we can afford the cost of our
own defense.

n STATE LEGISLATIVE NEWS

Craig Smith

Fracking issues,
induced seismicity,
and gas flaring continue to dominate
agendas both at the
state and local legislative levels in many
areas around the
country.

Hydraulic Fracturing:
Fracking
Texas:
The Denton, Texas City Council
recently (July 16, 2014) voted down a
proposal to ban fracking within the
city. By a vote of 5-2 the proposal was
rejected. Denton is located within the
Barnett Shale producing trend and a
ban would certainly have impacted
the local economy. Denton was the
first city in Texas to consider such a
ban, and although the petition was
voted down by the city council it may
now go to a public ballot in November.
A temporary ban enacted last May
by the council will expire in September
2014.
New York:
The New York Court of Appeals on
June 30th recently upheld a lower
court decision allowing local municipalities to ban fracking within the

Anti-fracking demonstrator in Denton,
Texas.

boundaries of their jurisdictions. This
will certainly lead to some negative
impacts on future developments in
parts of New York State. As of this
date, approximately 175 local New
York jurisdictional entities have enacted zoning laws restricting oil and gas
fracking operations. It is noteworthy
that most of the counties and municipalities in the gas producing areas
along the Pennsylvania border have
not enacted such bans.

California:
In a recent vote on the floor of the
California State Senate, four Democrats
joined all twelve Republican Senators
in rejecting a proposed moratorium
on fracking. Three other Democratic
Senators abstained. The proposed bill
would have required a moratorium on
all well stimulation treatments including fracking until the potential hazards of these activities could be evaluated. The proposed “scientific study”
would have encompassed both
onshore and offshore drilling.
Needless to say such a moratorium
would have caused serious harm to
California’s oil and gas industry and
created a tremendous negative impact
on state revenues and the already
strained job market in the state. This
marks the second time that the
California state legislature has rejected such a moratorium.
A few local municipalities have
enacted largely symbolic fracking
bans in California including Beverly
Hills and Santa Cruz. In late February
of this year the Los Angeles City
Council voted 10-0 to prohibit hydraulic fracking in LA. Supporters of the
measure cited fears over environmental issues, health risks, potential
increases in seismic activity and water

shortage issues. Although these claims
are largely unsupported, the antifracking lobby plays on the fears of
uneducated Los Angeles residents
already sensitive to water shortages
and the natural hazards of earthquakes in the highly active plate tectonic setting of Southern California.
The California Department of
Conservation lists 1,880 active oil and
gas wells in the city of Los Angeles.

Colorado:
Democratic
Governor
John
Hickenlooper of Colorado has
attempted to stave off attacks on the
state’s oil and gas industry by antifracking groups intent on banning the
practice. Hickenlooper has proposed
regulations that would impose additional state wide restrictions on fracking. At the same time, he made it clear
that only the state has the authority to
regulate fracking. Colorado municipalities attempting to impose local
bans have been sued by the state.
The governor’s compromise proposals failed to make it through the legislature recently and as a result this may
become a highly contentious, politically defining issue in the November
2014 elections. Democratic Senator,
Mark Udall is considered to be vulnerable in his reelection bid even
though he has sided with Hickenlooper
in support of oil and gas interests in
the state. Udall will face Republican
Rep. Cory Gardner in November.

Induced Seismicity:
Earthquakes
Oklahoma:
A recent report in the journal Science,
July 2014 issue, links increased earthquake activity since 2009 in central
Oklahoma to several high-rate waste
water disposal wells. A “swarm” of
more than 2,500 small earthquakes
has occurred near Jones, Oklahoma,
northeast of Oklahoma City. The
study conducted by researchers from
Cornell University and the University
of Colorado listed the following conclusions:
•
“Four of the highest-volume
disposal wells in Oklahoma (~0.05%
(Continued)
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of wells) are capable of triggering
~20% of recent central U.S. earthquakes in a swarm covering nearly
2,000 square kilometers, as shown by
analysis of modeled pore pressure
increase at relocated earthquake hypocenters.
•
Earthquakes are induced at
distances over 30 km from the disposal wells. These distances are far
beyond existing criteria of 5 km from
the well for diagnosis of induced
earthquakes.
•
The area of increased pressure related to these wells continually
expands, increasing the probability of
encountering a larger fault and thus
increasing the risk of triggering a
higher-magnitude earthquake. “
(SOURCE: Science Daily & Cornell
University)
Oklahoma has enacted legislation to
monitor and study induced seismicity. Recent USGS studies (March 2014)
found that in 2011 a 5.7 magnitude
quake near Prague, Oklahoma may
also have been related to waste water
injection.

Texas:
A hearing subcommittee of the
Texas State House of Representatives
has directed the Texas Railroad
Commission to determine if quakes in
the Azle, Texas area are caused by
induced seismicity from disposal
wells. Azle is located in the Barnett
Shale trend area on the border between
Tarrant and Parker Counties to the
northwest of Fort Worth, Texas.
The possibility of new regulations
regarding disposal operations could
result from the TRCC findings.
Seismologists from the TRCC indicated that a determination of the source

AGI News
The
American
Geosciences
Institute (AGI) is a non-profit federation of geoscience organizations
across a range of disciplines, with a
focus on education, public policy,
public outreach, and critical technical references for the geosciences.
SIPES is an AGI Member Society.
This entitles members to information, discounts on books and more.
The organization’s primary mission

gas from oil wells was flared in the
month of April 2014. This amounted
to 10.3 billion cubic feet of gas.
By contrast, Texas Railroad
Commission statistics indicate that
Texas flares less than 1 percent of its
produced gas. Even in Texas, flaring is
becoming an issue in some of the new
resource play areas where large
amounts of energy in the form of associated gas is being burned off.
Natural gas flaring.

of the quakes should come within a
year.

Gas Flaring
North Dakota:
Lack of pipeline availability and
capacity continues to create issues
with natural gas flaring in North
Dakota. Recent new rules in the state,
effective June 1, 2014, require that
prior to approval, new gas well permits be accompanied by a gas capture
plan. New gas wells will be required
to comply with the following:
After the first year of production a
new well must either be:
1) capped; 2) connected to a gas
gathering line; 3) equipped with a
generator that consumes at least 75%
of the gas; or 4) equipped with a compression or liquefaction system that
consumes at least 75% of the gas.
SOURCE: IPAA (PIRA, Fracking
Policy Monitor)
North Dakota hopes to reduce flared
gas to less than 10% by 2020. New
regulations affecting flaring of associated gas at existing wells will be
phased in as of September 30, 2014.
Statistics from North Dakota state
data indicated that 30% of produced

Post Script
This is my last report on State
Legislative Issues for the SIPES
Quarterly. It has been a personally
rewarding and educational task for
me. I pass the task on to incoming
Corpus Christi Director Pat Nye. In
that regard, I encourage all of our
members around the country to help
keep us all informed about legislation
proposed or enacted in your states
and local municipalities.
A vast majority of these legislative
issues derive their momentum from
special interest groups creating public
outcry based on little more than
unsubstantiated fears. As SIPES members and earth scientists we have an
obligation to bring the facts forward
so that our fellow citizens and their
governmental representatives can
make informed decisions.
SOURCES:
IPAA, Quarterly Hydraulic Fracturing
Summary, July 14, 2014, and the PIRA
Energy Group Fracking Policy Monitor,
July 10, 2014
Reuters - Internet; The Wall Street
Journal – Internet; Texas RRC; Science
Daily - Internet.

is to connect earth, science and people.
Last year AGI launched a campaign in an effort to further the
importance of the geosciences. Part
of this campaign includes the I’m A
Geoscientist lapel pin. This 1.25” x
.5” pin is free to individuals. Just fill
out the order form located on the following link: www.americangeosciences.org/be-a-part
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Incoming President Ralph Daigle (left) presenting President Doug
Essler with a plaque at the Awards Banquet during the 2014
Convention in June.

I want to thank our great staff from the Dallas
Headquarters Office for helping ensure that everything
went well. For those that don’t know, Diane Finstrom has
been with SIPES National for thirty years. For her years of
service, she was presented a crystal bowl and a check from
SIPES members. Nicole Christofilis unfortunately has left
SIPES for personal reasons and was given a gift credit card
from SIPES members. Katie Ruvalcaba, many thanks for
your efforts.
The number of post-convention field trip attendees was
lighter than past meetings, but, those that attended confirmed that it was well worth the effort. With the devastation of Katrina and its aftermath, considerable efforts were
made to ensure that a disaster like this can be prevented.
The tour of the new levee system by the Corps of Engineers
was a marvel to view.
In accepting the office of president of SIPES, I have been
reflecting on my years of membership. It is with extreme
gratitude that I was considered and allowed to follow
Doug Essler and Dennis Gleason and many of the past
presidents that have been instrumental in the development of SIPES. These are top notch earth scientists that I
have the challenge of trying to follow.
In the beginning, there were the majors or large independents. I think most of us have traveled that route. You
graduate and try to get on with a big company or go for an
advanced degree, if required. In geology, a master’s degree
was required for majors. Engineering and geophysics

could slide in without one. In the majors, if you were
lucky, you were assigned to someone that became a mentor that helped you hone your skills. Life was good, but,
some of us sought a greater challenge and saw the world
of the independent geoscientist as that light. It certainly
wasn’t easy. Many of us were thrown into that world not
by choice, but through company mergers and downsizing.
I would rather not call it unemployment.
If you were lucky enough to acquire the knowledge of
putting together your first deal or just sell an idea, the
hook was set. You had to wear many hats. That day when
you could stamp sold on a deal was only eclipsed by the
logging of a successful well. It could have been starting a
consulting business and seeing the client list grow because
of your particular expertise. As successes were accumulated, some dry holes popped up to keep us in check.
Mother Nature has a way of doing that.
During those early days, an organization called SIPES
seemed to be the right place for like minded people. They
included friends and fellow earth scientists that were traveling down the same road. In some cases, we were competitors. It was always a place where knowledge could be
shared. Your seal defines your credibility. The website is a
place for consultants to get their names out. We are working on a buyers and sellers lists. We are sharing environmental and political data for our members. It will be the go
to place for independents where they can have their voice
heard.
With the advent of shales and shale technology, our role
has changed. It is difficult for individuals or small groups
to compete in a play that requires an extremely large infusion of capital. As a result, many of our young scientists
are sticking to the majors or large independents. For conventional plays, it would take a leap of faith to jump into
our world.
It is important as SIPES members to be mentors of these
young people. We need to encourage and guide them in
their careers. It is important to pass on to them the information that was passed to you early in your career.
I look forward to this year and its challenges and hope to
see many new faces at local chapter meetings as we travel
to the different regions.
Success to all,
Ralph Daigle

Thanks from Diane Finstrom
As Ralph noted above, 2014 marked my 30th anniversary of employment with SIPES. Since January,
we had been so busy in the office working on the 51st Annual Meeting, and other projects, that this
career milestone moved into the background, and I had actually not thought about it very much! So,
being unexpectedly recognized at this year’s Awards Banquet was really a surprise for me. When I
returned to my hotel room and opened the box with the beautiful Waterford crystal bowl and saw the
generous check from members, I was really overwhelmed. To be recognized with such spectacular
gifts was so moving, that I just cried! I want members to know how much I appreciated both of these
gifts, and I want to express my deepest appreciation and gratitude to everyone. This event, and your considerate gifts, were
truly a most memorable career highlight for me. Also, the ability of members to keep it a secret is truly amazing! Please accept
my sincere thanks and appreciation for this recognition.

Diane McNaughton Finstrom
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NEW ORLEANS

The May 20th meeting was our
annual dinner meeting for members,
spouses, and guests. The guest speaker was local geologist Chris McLindon
who spoke on “Coastal Restoration in
light of the geology of New Orleans
and surrounding area.” The presentation was especially significant in light
of recent lawsuits against the oil and
gas industry regarding impacts on
coastal land loss. McLindon described
the geologic history of south Louisiana
and the processes that created and
modified the landscape. He also spoke
at the SIPES 2015 Convention in June.
The picture typically portrayed of
south Louisiana is of a coastline in
ecological crisis, with the city of New
Orleans facing imminent doom.
McLindon gave an examination of the
geologic history of the area, and
reviewed the current state of the wetlands in the historical context. He
painted a very different picture, and
one that is worth considering. The
causes of coastal erosion have been
universally attributed to the activities
of humans. Oil and gas drilling and
pipeline canals have allowed saltwater intrusion to accelerate erosion, and
the levee system along the Mississippi
River has prevented a natural cycle of
flooding that would replenish the
marsh with fresh-water and sediment.
The solution to this crisis, and the
foundation of coastal restoration, is
that humans must intercede to reverse
the rate of wetlands loss. These concepts have become the axiomatic
truths of the coastal restoration movement, and they are rarely questioned.
McLindon’s examination of the science behind the formation of the
coastal wetlands brings into question
all of these fundamental concepts,
along with the viability of human
intercession.
The SIPES 51st Annual Meeting was
convened from June 9-12, and cohosted by the SIPES National
Organization and the New Orleans
Chapter. Highlights of the convention
included excellent technical sessions,
an entertaining and informative allconvention luncheon featuring speaker John Dribus, Tom Ewing’s ethics
course, a great SIPES awards banquet,

All-Convention Luncheon attendees at the Omni Royal Orleans Hotel.
(Convention photos are courtesy of D. J. Bergeron).

diverse spouse activities, and an
instructive post-convention field trip.
The field trip was organized by Jim
Evans, #456, and toured a number of
sites in the New Orleans area related
to storm and flood protection. The
nine participants were joined by personnel from the Southeast Louisiana
Flood Protection Authority-West for a

2014 Convention Sponsors Tim Klibert of
Diversified Well Logging, LLC (left), and
Mark Wojna of Century Exploration New
Orleans, LLC at the 2014 Convention
icebreaker.

2014 Convention Chair Ken Huffman
at the Awards Banquet.

tour of the largest pump station in the
world at the West Closure Complex
near the confluence of the Harvey and
Algiers Canals. They then toured the
1.8 mile IHNC Surge Barrier Wall on
the north side of the Intracoastal
Waterway, joined by personnel from
the Southeast Louisiana Flood
Protection Authority-East. This is the
largest design and build project ever
undertaken by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. The final stop was the 17th
Street Canal Interim Closure Structure,
where the Corps is constructing a permanent closure at this time. Corps
personnel described the ongoing construction and permanent closure
pump station. Similar structures are
being constructed at the Orleans and
London Canals. The trip was very
interesting and informative and
enjoyed by all.
The New Orleans Chapter 2014
Convention Committee included Ken
Huffman (general chairman), Jim
Evans (field trip chairman), Charles
Corona, Bill Furlong, Art Johnson,
Wayne Paxton, Scott Wainwright, Roy
Walther, and Jim Zotkiewicz. The
Committee thanks the many sponsors
and advertisers who helped ensure
the success of the convention. We
especially thank Diane Finstrom for
her hard work with the committee.
Louis Lemarie' will be continuing as
chapter chairman, joined by Secretary
Art Johnson, and Treasurer Roy
Walther. The new vice chairman
should be in place prior to the
September meeting.
Art Johnson
Secretary
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enthusiastic members along with their
spouses, and best of all David Shiels,
#3171, has agreed to assure this great
trip continues annually.
Our June luncheon at the Petroleum
Club included Fort Worth Chapter
Affiliate David G. Koger speaking on
“Airphotos and Imaging Satellites
Save Time and Money: Prospecting,
Planning, and Protecting Your
Physical Assets.”

DALLAS

The Dallas Chapter of SIPES welcomes two new members, Leo
Newport, #3390, and Michael Adams,
Limited Member. As usual we had a
very busy spring.
Our April luncheon at the Petroleum
Club featured Walter Hendrickson
whose talk was titled “From Feast to
Famine: Philosophy, Psychology and
even some Geology of Cottage Grove
Sandstone Exploration in Northwestern Oklahoma, that is, how to
drill five dry holes on a single prospect and have each one be a good
idea!”
May was our annual Mexican Fiesta
at Abuelo’s restaurant in Plano. It was
a fun evening of excellent food and
great camaraderie for SIPES Dallas
Chapter members and their spouses.
On May 10, approximately twentyfive chapter members attended our
annual field trip exploring outcrops in
the Arbuckle Mountains in Oklahoma.
The trip was lead by Dr. Bob Neman.
Our stops included the McAlester
Cemetery quarry that contains a wonderful exposure of Woodford shale
where a continuous 300-foot thick section extends from the basal contact
with the Hunton Group to the top of
the upper member of the Woodford.

Carol Shiels and Woody Leel intensely
contemplating the compression, folding
and thrusting seen at the Hunton anticline
depicting a small-scale representation of
the movements that influenced the main
Arbuckle anticline.

This quarry is an excellent natural
laboratory for the study of unconventional resource shales. Amongst our
other stops we viewed “tombstone
topography” in the West Spring Creek
Formation, the axis of a plunging anticline formed in the Hunton Group
limestones which included a single
thrust fault cutting diagonally across
the anticline, and an asphaltic outcrop
of the Oil Creek Formation. It was a
great outing that included many

Vice Chairman John Stephens (right) and
speaker David Koger at our June luncheon.

David discussed airphotos and satellite imagery that go beyond simple
drainage patterns to include even
anomalous effects of molecular-level
hydrocarbon seepage at the surface, as
seen in plantlife, thermal conditions,
mineralization, moisture, and soils.
He also discussed hydrocarbon exploration, seismic planning, and utilizing
imaging satellites in surface damages
disputes.
Dallas SIPES member Don Muth has
been the catalyst behind the Dallas
SIPES Chapter on November 5th cohosting at SMU the Dallas Energy
Continuing Education Symposium
“New Trends in Increasing Production,
The Oil Shale Revolution.”
Patrick Cox
Chairman
n

Dallas Chapter members at the Woodford shale outcrop at the McAlester
Cemetery on our May field trip.
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FORT WORTH

The April meeting of the Fort Worth
SIPES Chapter was held at the
Petroleum Club of Fort Worth with 53
members and guests attending. Jeff
Jones, exploration manager of Van
Operating, Ltd. in Albany, Texas, and
director of Quantum Energy Partners
in Houston, Texas, presented a program titled “Private Equity and the
Petroleum Geologist.”
Mr. Jones detailed the four ways to
finance upstream oil and gas projects
and their merits and drawbacks. These
are self-funded, bank loan, mezzanine, and private equity. In his specialty, private equity, the model is to
present your idea, partner up, drill a
number of wells to enhance and delineate the resource value, and finally
find a buyer and close the sale. The
cash-out or exit strategy relies on timing and experience which is Mr. Jones
and his company’s expertise. He gave
several detailed examples of how the
strategy works and then took questions from the robust attendance.
Our May meeting was held at the
Petroleum Club of Fort Worth with 16
members and guests attending. Dan
Hahn, director of sales and marketing
for GlobaLogix, Inc., Houston, Texas
presented a program titled “Real-time
Monitoring and SCADA Systems”
[“How these real-time systems help
oil and gas producers.”]
Mr. Hahn summarized SCADA,
short for the Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition as it can be used by
oil and gas producers. Basically the
pumper does not have to physically
go to the wellhead or battery to get
reports or even to change parameters
for production. Now a report can even
use the Internet or can be programmed
to operate intelligently.
The June meeting had 21 members
and guests attending. The format for
the meeting was an open microphone
format for the members to detail areas
of expertise or to document projects
that members were working on. The
following members and their presentations follow: Wayne Hoskins, #2661,
“3D Bin Sizes;” Chapter Affiliate Dave
Koger, “Satellite Data: Current
Applications;” Dennis Gleason, #2995,
“SIPES Member Benefits;” Tom
Zadick, #3323, “Well Testing;” John

Tittl, #3304, “Tuscaloosa Marine
Shale;” and Bill Moulton, #2955, “And
the Year was 2014.”
Mr. Hoskins outlined the problems
presented by acquiring seismic data in
an urban environment with multiple
owners and an irregular quadrangle
of permit and no permit tracts. Mr.
Koger presented some case studies of
satellite data applications for both oil
and gas industry, as well as individual
or academic use. Mr. Gleason outlined
SIPES membership benefits for both
newer and long-time members. Mr.
Zadick detailed some newer techniques for testing flow capabilities in
horizontal wellbores with multiples
stages of treatment. Mr. Tittl documented the current stage of development of the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale
play in southwestern Mississippi. And
finally Mr. Moulton told us about our
computers and their health and made
a firm case for caution in virus protection in the current environment.
John Tittl
Secretary
n

OKLAHOMA CITY

The Oklahoma City Chapter does
not meet during the summer months,
so our last event until fall was our
annual cook out. It was held again this
year at the home of Terry and Betty
Hollrah. We enjoyed an absolutely
beautiful evening around the pool
and patio with some of Terry's patented barbecue dishes. It was a great
time for everyone to catch up with the
latest things going on with their colleagues. We all stuffed ourselves and
then took some home to enjoy later.
Our thanks to Terry and Betty for all
the hard work they put in to make this
event happen. Our next luncheon
meeting is scheduled for September.
On a sadder note, we have lost one
of our long-time members. Robert
Waring, #1019, passed away on his
85th birthday. Bob was an icon in the
Oklahoma City oil community, and
will always be remembered for his
great humor, his knack with poetry,
and his genuine goodness. He is
greatly missed by all of us.
Jim Franks
Chairman

IN MEMORIAM
We regret to note the passing
of the following members:
William L. Craig, #519
of Lafayette, Louisiana
who died on
August 26, 2013
William W. Crump, #594
of The Woodlands, Texas
who died on
May 7, 2014
Toby Elster, #113
of Wichita, Kansas
who died on January 9, 2014
Owen M. Hornstein,
#1976
of Lafayette, Louisiana
who died on
October 5, 2013
Don D. Matson, #1339
of Midland, Texas
who died on
July 15, 2014
Harry Ptasynski,
#2653
of Casper, Wyoming
who died on
December 19, 2013
Jack K. Richardson,
#2292
of Edmond, Oklahoma
who died on
July 17, 2013
Robert W. Waring,
#1019
of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
who died on
June 9, 2014


n
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MIDLAND

Midland’s second quarter started off
in April with Kathleen Hartnett White
speaking on “The Great Collision –
The Shale Revolution and the
President’s Climate Plan.” Ms. White’s
thought-provoking talk provided an
overview of the multiple issues affecting the future contours of the shale
revolution. Topics included current
and potential regulatory impacts on
upstream activities, especially fracking, water issues, infrastructure issues
(Keystone, LNG and Crude exports),
EPA CO2 regulation of refineries, an
update on renewables, President
Obama’s Climate Action Plan, state of
the science supporting man-made
global warming theory, public opinion, international policies on the
retreat (Australia, UK, England,
Canada, Mexico, Spain) and alternative outcomes. Ms. White expressed
considerable concern that increasingly
unjustified federal policies might
thwart or halt the phenomenal
upstream growth currently taking
place in the industry.
Kathleen Hartnett White is a
Distinguished Senior Fellow-inResidence and Director of the
Armstrong Center for Energy & the
Environment at the Texas Public
Policy Foundation. Prior to the
Foundation, White was appointed by
Governor Rick Perry to a six-year term
as chair and commissioner of the
Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality (TCEQ), the second largest
environmental regulatory agency in
the world after the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Prior to the TCEQ,
she served as then Governor George
Bush’s appointee to the Texas Water

At the April meeting are (L to R): National
Director Craig Smith, guest speaker
Kathleen White, Chairman Randy Anderson
and National Director Brian Miller.

Development Board. She also served
on the Texas Economic Development
Commission and the Environmental
Flows Study Commission. She is currently serving as an officer and director of the Lower Colorado River
Authority.
White received her bachelor cum
laude and master degrees from
Stanford University where for three
years she held the Elizabeth Wheeler
Lyman Scholarship for an Outstanding
Woman in the Humanities. She was
awarded a Danforth National
Fellowship for doctoral work at
Princeton University and there won
the Jonathan Edwards Award for
Academic Excellence. She also studied
law under a Lineberry Foundation
Fellowship at Texas Tech University.
The May 21st Midland meeting featured speaker Michel E. Curry, CPL
who presented “Recent Revisions to
the AAPL Model Form Operating
Agreement Related to Horizontal
Wells.” Mr. Curry’s talk included a
very informative discussion of how
recent case law has affected the horizontal operating agreement.
Michel E. Curry is a shareholder in
Cotton, Bledsoe, Tighe & Dawson, PC.
Mr. Curry is admitted to practice in
Texas and New Mexico, and is board
certified in oil, gas and mineral law by
the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.
He received a B.S. from the University
of Texas in 1973, and his law degree
from Texas Tech University School of
Law in 1989, cum laude. His practice
involves title examination, producing
property acquisitions, preparation of
exploration and operating agreements, and other aspects of oil and gas
exploration.
Prior to law school, Michel worked
for many years as an independent
petroleum landman and in-house as a
contract landman for Texaco, Inc.
Michel is a past president and director
of the Permian Basin Landmen’s
Association, a past director and current second vice-president of AAPL,
and is a certified professional landman (CPL).
He has served several terms on the
AAPL Forms Committee, and currently is a member of the 2014
Operating Agreement task force.
Michel is a former member of the State
Bar of Texas Council for the Oil, Gas &

May speaker Mike Curry (right) speaking
with SIPES Member Will Green.

Energy Resources Law Section and is
a frequent lecturer and author on oil
and gas topics.
Brian Fuller with Sigma3 spoke for
Midland’s June 18th meeting. His talk
was titled “Critical Factors Related to
the Accuracy of Microseismic Event
Locations and Characterization.” Dr.
Fuller presented an update on critical
factors that contribute to accuracy in
locating microseismic events. As with
nearly all kinds of seismic analysis, an
accurate velocity field is a critical component in producing results that can
be used to understand earth science
problems. In microseismic data analysis the seismic raypaths often have a
significant horizontal component of
travel, so anisotropy for both the
P-wave and S-wave velocity field
must be accounted for in addition to
3D structure. Drawing on software
and technology that is already used in
3D seismic processing provides an
efficient place to start building 3D
microseismic
velocity
fields.
Additional event location accuracy
can be gained by application of signal
processing methods that go beyond
the normal set of seismic data processing steps to maximize signal-to-noise
ratio. The talk also touched on presurvey planning to maximize signalto-noise ratio by avoiding recording
environments that are intrinsically
noisy like seismic waveguides that are
common in producing intervals.
Brian Fuller obtained a B.S. in geophysics in 1980 from Western
Washington University in Bellingham,
Washington, and then worked as an
exploration geophysicist for Amoco
Production Company in Denver until
starting graduate school at the
(Continued)
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At the June meeting are (L to R): Midland
Chapter Membership Chair Wendell
Creech, guest speaker Brian Fuller and
Chapter Chairman Randy Anderson.

University of Wyoming in 1983. He
obtained M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from
Wyoming in 1986 and 1989 respectively, and was awarded the University
of Wyoming Outstanding Dissertation
for his work in seismic AVO and pattern recognition. He then worked for
Advance Geophysical as a seismic
software developer for the ProMAX
system until 1997, and then moved

into software and 3D VSP technology
development
with
Paulsson
Geophysical until 2001. In 2001 he
began development of time-domain
3D VSP processing with his business
partner, Marc Sterling. Fuller and
Sterling then started HiPoint Reservoir
Imaging which specialized in 3D VSP
and microseismic data processing.
The HiPoint Reservoir Imaging group
then began working with the APEX
Petroleum Engineering Group and co-

Brian Fuller (left) speaking with chapter
member Forrest Muire.

founded APEX-HiPoint. All three
companies are now part of the
SigmaCubed family of companies
where Fuller continues to work in
borehole seismic technology development and data processing. Fuller has
co-written two SEG ‘Best Papers,’ one
for best paper presentation at the 2007
Annual Meeting, and one in The
Leading Edge in 2011.
We want to acknowledge and thank
the following companies who sponsored our recent luncheons: April –
Midland SIPES member G.W. Brock;
May – Canamera Coring; and June –
Sigma Cubed.
On May 11, 2014, Midland SIPES
Member and SIPES Past President
John Edwin Scherer, Sr., #358, passed
away. Our condolences go out to his
family.
Randy Anderson
Chairman
n
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LAFAYETTE

In April, the Lafayette SIPES Chapter
met at the Petroleum Club of Lafayette,
where our guest speaker was Tom
Swisher of Core Laboratories. He presented a talk entitled “Getting the
‘Most’ from Sidewall Cores - from Old
Tricks to New Technology.” Mr.
Swisher provided an excellent overview of the use of sidewall cores in the

Tom Poche' (center) with guests at the Clay Shoot in May.

Richard House (left) and Jack Martin
at the April meeting.

determination of pay and interpretation of reservoir quality. His talk
described the analytical techniques
utilized in percussion sidewall cores
in the past and compared this with
new technologies in rotary drilled
sidewall cores. Tom joined Core
Laboratories in 1974 and ran core
analysis in labs in Houma (Louisiana),
Laurel (Mississippi), and Mobile
(Alabama). He then advanced to
regional manager in New Orleans,
Tyler, Texas and Houston, where he
now serves as technical sales manag-

John Duplantis (left) and Steve Sinitiere at
the Steak Night dinner.

er. Tom has core analysis experience
ranging from south Louisiana to West
Africa, China and Russia. It was interesting to hear about the history and
recent developments of sidewall cores,
which are such an important evaluation tool for the oil and gas explorationist.
On May 14, the Lafayette Chapter
hosted the 29th Annual SIPES Clay

Lafayette Chapter Members Bill Finley (left) and Andy Vodicka at the 2014
Convention in New Orleans.

Kim and D. J. Bergeron in June at
the 2014 Convention in New
Orleans.

Shoot and Steak Night. That morning,
John Duplantis, #2139, arranged a
great sporting clay shoot at the
Wilderness Gun Club in Lafayette,
where members had the opportunity
to enjoy a 100-round course and win
some excellent door prizes sponsored
by local service companies. In the
afternoon, we reconvened on the
banks of the Vermilion River for Steak
Night. SIPES members and their
guests were greeted with cold refreshments and a table piled high with
boiled crawfish. Then we got down to
the serious business of cutting a steak
from a rib rack, firing it up on the grill,
and enjoying some good food and fellowship. The chapter would like to
extend a special thanks to Steve
Sinitiere, Ellis Guilbeau, David Bieber
and Johnny Walker for their extra
effort in making this annual event
such a big success.
In June, the Lafayette Chapter started its summer break.
Travis Helms
Chairman
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CORPUS CHRISTI

In April, Phil Plant of Herndon Plant
and Oakley joined us again for an
update of the financial markets and
“How the Stock Market Perceives
Energy.” As Janet Yellen assumes the
chairmanship, the backgrounds of the
leadership of the Fed are very academic. There is very little business
experience on the board of governors.
With the continued low interest rates
and weak economic recovery, the government’s continued borrowing will
require more and more taxes, but
employment is not rising to meet
those tax requirements. So the big
question is ‘What happens when we
have to pay our debt?’
The examples of other world nations,
Japan, France and Spain, strongly
indicate that their economic policies
are NOT the ones to follow. The
United States’ manufacturing capacity
will lead the world due to the abundance of and low prices of energy in
the U.S. The emerging job sectors
seem to be robotics and 3-D printing.
As far as ‘advice’ for today – sell
your gas to Japan, but since that’s not
an immediately available option,
here’s a brief summary, based on your
opinion of the current economic situation.
•
Inflationary Bust - Buy gold;
Sell platform companies and government bonds.
•
Deflationary Bust - Buy government bonds; Sell emerging markets and commodities.
•
Inflationary Boom - Buy
emerging markets and commodities;
Sell government bonds.
•
Deflationary Boom - Buy platform companies; Sell gold.
Frank G. Cornish, #3128, a local geoscientist was our speaker for May. He
provided an excellent critique of the
current status of “Climate Change.”
Frank quickly stepped through a
bewildering barrage of news, scientific papers, etc., reviewing the subject.
The talk began with the UN statement/contention that 95% of climate
change is caused by man. Frank then
made note of the classic accompanying plea from those truly enlightened
for less fossil fuels and more renewable energy. Rhetorically, Frank ques-

tioned those assertions and proceeded
through a comprehensive review
(with select slides from the many
culled) of all the usual suspects that
reputedly cause “global warming/climate change” including CO2 variations, water vapor, cloud cover, etc.
He further noted that thus far, the
scientific community has had a particularly spotty record when it comes
to predicting “climate change.” He
observed that it seems conspicuously
naive to think that “climate change”
can be reasonably predicted when it is
continually demonstrated that man
cannot predict generalized weather 90
days in advance. In the end, Frank
reported the data show that CO2 content does not correlate to temperature,
but sun related activity does. So, the
one true climate “driver” is that pesky
culprit, the sun.
In June, Alfredo Guzmán, international consultant and past president of
Mexican Association of Petroleum
Geologists, was our speaker. Mr.
Guzmán shared the history and status
of Mexico’s upstream sector and the
upcoming energy reforms.
Heavy oil was first discovered in
Mexico in 1904 and that production
peaked in the 1920s. Disagreements
between the international oil companies and the Mexican government
resulted in the nationalization of the
oil industry in 1938, creating Pemex.
Production was flat until the midlate 1970s when the reserves in the
Southeastern Basin, which is an
onshore/offshore play, were discovered. But exploration was suspended
until 2001 when reserves were very
low. Through 2009 only about 5,100
exploratory and 18,000 development

David Desenberg (left) and guest speaker
Alfredo Guzmán.

Chapter Chairman Brian Calhoun and his
wife, Sherilyn, at the Cornerstone Group
Reception in New Orleans. .

Retiring National Director Ed Riddle of
Corpus Christi (left) and Bob Anderson of
Houston at the 2014 Convention
Icebreaker. (Convention photos are courtesy
of D. J. Bergeron).

wells had been drilled. In 2004, production went into another steep
decline with no drilling to make up
for the loss of production.
Last year, the Mexican government
initiated reforms to its constitution to
once again allow for international oil
companies to explore and to partner
with Pemex.
Mexico has 12 oil and gas basins, but
only 6 of these produce. It is estimated
(very conservatively) that there is 160
BBOE EUR within Mexico’s boundaries. The deepwater Gulf of Mexico is
most attractive for international oil
companies to initially enter Mexico.
With these reforms and influx of
exploration activities by international
companies, Mexico expects to increase
production to 4 million barrels of oil a
day by 2018. Bidding rounds could
take place as early as the third quarter
of 2014.
David Desenberg, Past Chairman
& Dawn Bissell, Secretary
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HOUSTON

The Houston Chapter has had a
busy spring and early summer with a
lineup of excellent talks. The intellectual stimulation provided by our
guest speakers and camaraderie of
our membership have invigorated the
Houston SIPES community, countering the effects of a long, hot summer!
The Houston Chapter hosted a luncheon talk on April 17 presented by
Stephen A. Wilson entitled “The Value
of Frac Diagnostic Measurement and
the Importance of Multidisciplinary
Teams.” Dr. Wilson is the manager of
imaging for Halliburton’s Pinnacle.
Pinnacle provides industry-unique
integration of microseismic, tiltmeter,
and fiber optic technologies to maximize completion efficiency and production economics.
Dr. Wilson expertly reviewed the
rapidly evolving microseismic sensing and modeling methods which are
a critical element in the continued
drive to optimize results of hydraulic
fracturing operations. His talk delivered a key message: “Better sensing,
better monitoring, better processing
results in better outcomes and better
ultimate recoveries.” The audience
was treated to the actual sounds of
high and low frequency of the propagation of induced fractures during the
hydraulic frac job… “the conversation
the rocks have with us.” Lately, the
rapidly advancing field of fiber
deployment in the wellbore to mea-

sure temperature, pressure, acoustic
and seismic, together with hybrid
seismic/tilt meters at both the surface
and down hole, is showing great
promise.
Integration of the microseismic
workflow that includes measurement,
modeling, simulation and prediction
provides helpful insight which allows
better optimization of well spacing
and placement and number of frac
stages.
In May, the Houston Chapter was
treated to a fascinating talk by Jon
Blickwede, well known for his publications on the geology of the Gulf of
Mexico region. Jon is senior advising
geologist with Statoil’s North
American Division in Houston. Jon
worked previously with Unocal,
focusing on regional studies in the
deepwater Gulf of Mexico and evaluating new ventures in Latin America.
From 1997-2002 Jon performed technical consultations for Petroleos
Mexicanos (PEMEX) and also served
as Petroconsultants/IHS regional manager for Mexico, Central America and
the Caribbean.
Jon’s talk “The Greatest Oil Well in
History: Cerro Azul #4, Golden Lane
Trend, Mexico” was a fabulous example of the tenacity and toughness of
the early exploration world. The audience was provided with an excellent
overview of the regional geology and
how the Middle Cretaceous reservoirs
of the Golden Lane fit into the context

Members Thom Tucker (left) and Danny Wilson (center) with guest Reed
Haythorne at the April luncheon meeting.

May guest speaker Jon Blickwede (left) with
Program Chairman Gary Weir.

of the overall Gulf of Mexico province.
He also pointed out the differences in
the tectonic setting of the TampicoMisantla Basin as compared to the
U.S. side of the Gulf, and why it has so
much more oil than other areas with
similar stratigraphy. A brief history of
the major personalities (Edward L.
Doheny, president of Pan American
Petroleum & Transport, the operator
of the “greatest well,” and Ezequiel
Ordonez, Doheny’s chief geologist)
and several pictures from the era provided perspective on the exploration
task.
The well, Cerro Azul #4, drilled in
1915-16 yielded an impressive 260,858
BOPD/57 million barrels of production after only six years. The interesting story of capping the well in nine
days was told. Amazingly, the crew
onsite designed and built a valve on
the well site. The crew then manually
lugged it over to the well bore, manually clamped it onto the surface pipe
and then manually slowly closed the
valve; a remarkable task!
How was this massive accumulation
identified? At 20 billion barrels recoverable, Mexico’s Cantarell Field is the
largest in North America and was
discovered in 1971... by surface seeps.
The same oil-finding technology
worked in the Golden Lane/Cerro
Azul Field, but with a bit of a twist.
The explorers, Ordonez and Doheny
did not go out to the field in search of
surface seeps, but were able to identify them on local maps. Interestingly,
various place names in the Tampico
region contained the local indigenous
(Continued)
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expression for “oil or pitch;”
chapopote. A reminder of Wallace
Pratt’s quote: “Oil is first found in the
mind.”
For those who were unable to attend
this great talk, one can download the
main source material for the presentation, Mexican Petroleum (1922) (free)
from Google Books (http://google.
com/books?id=Ln4ZAAAAYAAJ). In
addition, for those interested in more
on the life of Edward L. Doheny (who
was also renowned for having drilled
the first discovery in the Los Angeles
Basin, and his central involvement in
the Teapot Dome scandal), he was the
basis for Upton Sinclair’s 1920s novel
Oil! which was in turn the basis for the
2007 Academy Award-winning film
“There Will Be Blood.”
In June, Charles Knobloch presented
a talk entitled “Texas Professional
Geoscience Licensure – New Rules
Review” to a sizeable crowd at the
Houston Chapter’s June 19 Petroleum
Club luncheon. Counselor Knobloch,
who is chair of the Texas Board of
Professional Geoscientists presented
the current state of the rules review

process, as well as actions and deadlines associated with that process.
Attendance at the talk fulfilled the
yearly continuing education obligation for ethics.
Dr. Knobloch reviewed several
issues of particular interest to our
membership that are being addressed
during this period including the subject of ‘firm’ licensure for sole proprietors, “sealing” requirements, enforcement changes and adjudication procedures.
Additional information on the
review process can be found at: http://
tbpg.state.tx.us/board/rules/rulereview/
Thanks as always to our generous
luncheon sponsors, K.C. Whittemore
of KC Oil & Gas, Andrew W. Hampf,
and Navasota Oilfield Services, Inc.
for our April, May and June events!
Another
Independent's
Day
Celebration will be held on August 14
at Houston's Goode's Armadillo
Palace. The theme will be "Business is
Heating Up!" The meeting will be held
in advance and a fitting kick off to the
Summer NAPE activities in Houston.

Chapter Membership Chairman Russell
Hamman (left) and Patrick McCarthy at the
June meeting.

Continuing Education Chair Scott
Daniel has secured the Marathon Oil
Conference Center for the annual fall
CES. It will be held on October 24, and
will cover a great mix of speakers
addressing the allied sciences impacted by oil and gas activities.
Bonnie Milne
Secretary
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l

l
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new oil and gas deposits in old, highly drilled areas.
Almost every stratigraphic texture possible in Cherokee
Sandstones can be found within the confines of the Long
Branch Field.

Introduction
The term “Cherokee Group” is derived from a surface
geological name applied to strata of the lower Pennsylvanian
Des Moinesian Series that lies between the Marmaton age
Oswego (Ft. Scott) Limestone and the top of Atoka or
Mississippian strata. It is comprised of four distinct
cyclothems, which contain the Prue, Skinner, Red Fork and
Bartlesville sands. (See Figure 1)
The Cherokee Platform of northern Oklahoma is bounded
by the Nemaha Ridge to the west, the Arkoma Basin to the
south and the Ozark uplift and Bourbon Arch to the north
and east. It represents a regionally flat area structurally
during the Des Moinesian period that was dominated by
fluvio-deltaic sedimentation of material derived from the
Ozark Uplift and the stable shield to the north and east.
During Des Moinesian time, the Anadarko Basin was subsiding rapidly to the west and the Cherokee Platform was
rotating to the west as well. This subsidence along with
sedimentation compromised the west boundary (Nemaha
Ridge). The result of this is that Bartlesville and Red Fork
sands generally trend to the east and southeast on the western end of the platform. However, by Skinner time, the
door had opened to the west and the Skinner and Prue
sands generally trend to the south and west due to being
captured by the Anadarko Basin. The Pink Limestone
marker bed is the first Cherokee age formation to be deposited over the crest of the Nemaha Ridge.

Skinner Sandstone
Detailed regional analysis suggests that the Skinner sandstone was deposited during a time of extremely low stream
gradient. This allowed even very modest changes in sea
level to have dramatic effects on shoreline mobility. This
mobility never allowed the development of extensive deltaic complexes. There is only one relatively extensive birdfoot Skinner delta complex in Payne County and it is
located just south of the city of Stillwater. Otherwise, most
L. Skinner deltaic reservoirs in the county are thin (less than
20 ft in thickness) and do not have large areal extents.
The discovery well of the Long Branch Field was the
McFarland 1-10 well, which flowed 1700 MCF of gas with
some oil from perforations in the Skinner Sandstone. (See
Figure 2) The gas was later shown to be the gas cap for this
oil field. Subsequent significant oil production was found
in the Aletha 1-10 and Clemons 1-10 wells. (See Figures 3
and 4) The first indications that the lithology of the Skinner
reservoir was complicated were found in two dry holes on
the east side of the field. The first well was the Horn #1
(Figure 5), which was an old (1956) direct northeast offset
to the Aletha 1-10 well. This well contained porous Skinner
sand that was up-dip and wet to the Aletha 1-10 well. The
other well was the Aletha 2-10 well (Figure 6), which was

Figure 1.

an east offset to the Aletha 1-10 and Clemons 1-10. In this
well, the Skinner deltaic sand was almost completely absent
and appeared to be missing due to erosion.
Figure 7 is an illustration of the distribution of Skinner
deltaic sand through the Long Branch Field. However,
there was insufficient structural closure to trap the oil and
gas that was present and it became obvious that there must
be a stratigraphic component to the trap. Since the lack of
sand in the Aletha 2-10 was due to erosion, an isopach map
was made from an overlying Skinner marker to the top of
the sand in an effort to map the erosional channel. Figure 8
is that map and an obvious erosional and shale filled channel was mapped coming across perpendicular to the sand
trend and is the primary trapping mechanism. Figure 9 is a
cross-section through the key wells and illustrates the channel.
The reason the Horn #1 well was high and wet is because
it is separated from the field by the channel, which runs
between it and the Aletha 1-10. The final stratigraphy was
superimposed on a Pink Ls. Structure map in Figure 10 to
show the final geometry of the trap. The map of the channel
was expanded to encompass most of Payne County and it
was discovered that the shale filled channel at Long Branch
was part of a much more extensive pattern of erosion channels. Figure 11 is a map that illustrates a large dendritic
drainage pattern that culminates in a deep incised valley
known locally as the “Stillwater Channel”. The fact that the
(Continued)
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erosion was caused by channels in a dendtritic pattern
makes the origin of these channels tidal, with the “Stillwater
Channel” as the primary estuary. Due to the low stream
gradient during Skinner time, this allowed the tidal
sequence to be quite extensive. The channels are primarily
filled with silt and shale; however it was found that when
these channels intersect deltaic sequences of sand, there can
be significant amounts of reworked sand deposited in the
channels. This is almost always found in the area just down
stream from the intersection and the sand is re-deposited as
point bars. There are several areas in Payne County where
these point bars are highly productive with very significant
economic value. (See Figure 12)

Red Fork Sandstone

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

The Red Fork Sandstone contains many of the same lithologic characteristics as the Skinner only on a grander scale.
Detailed stratigraphic analysis reveals that the Red Fork is
comprised of a thick and extensive delta plain that extends
north into Kansas. The general trend is south-southeast
along the eastern margin of the Nemaha Ridge; however
significant bifurcation of channel mouths can lead to
numerous “trends” that do not follow the regional trend of
the system.
In Long Branch Field, Red Fork production was discovered while delineating the original Skinner play. The discovery well was the Snyder #1-10 well (Figure 13), which
came in flowing 35 gravity, black crude oil. The discovery
was confirmed in the west offset well, the Hope 1-10
(Figure 14), which also came in flowing 35 gravity, black
crude oil. Analysis of the open-hole logs from these wells
show an 8-10 foot thick sand with a distinctly coarsening
upward porosity profile. This profile marks the sand as
being a deltaic channel mouth bar deposit. Midway through
the development of the field, the Mighty Mouse 1-9 well
(Figure 15) was drilled in the SE SE NE of Section 9 and
came in flowing 700 BOPD from the Red Fork. However,
the produced oil was a distinctive greenish-brown 42 gravity, crude oil that was startlingly different than oil produced in the adjacent section. The discovery of the green oil
was confirmed by the drilling of the McFarland 1-10 well
(Figure 16), which was only 900 feet away from the Hope
1-10, which was producing the black 35 gravity oil. The
sand was different as well in that it had a distinct coarsening downward log profile, which is indicative of channel
sandstone. This was the first evidence that there were fluid
compartments within in the Red Fork reservoir in the Long
Branch Field. (See Figure 17)
Detailed stratigraphic mapping indicates that the Red
Fork Sand underwent similar tidal modifications as was
seen in the Skinner. Figure 18 is an isopach map from the
Pink Ls. marker to the base of the channel interval, which
has revealed was an extensive system of tidal estuaries that
have eroded away the original deltaic package and replaced
it with primarily shale and silt filled channels with some
point bars of reworked sand. A large main pass estuary,
(Continued)
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that has completely eroded the entire deltaic package, lies
just to the north of the field and is filled with mostly shale
and silt with minor amounts of sand. Feeder estuaries are
coming into the main system from the south through
Section 9 and eastern part of Section 10. These estuaries also
contain shale filled channels but they wrap around point
bars of reworked sand. (Figure 19) This map also shows an
area of un-eroded deltaic sediments located in Section 10
and shows an isopachous presentation of the deltaic sands
that have survived inside that window. As with the
Skinner, the combination of structure and stratigraphy has
resulted in a trap. (Figure 20) It is a trap, which has different oil/water contacts in the deltaic and tidal sequences.
The presence of different oils and oil/water contacts in the
Red Fork are strong environmental indicators that fluid
compartments exist and must be mapped to fully understand the reservoir and where the oil is located within the
trap.

Bartlesville and Prue Sandstones
For brevity, I am leaving out the Bartlesville and Prue
Sandstones, which have similar stratigraphic architecture
as discussed in the Skinner and Red Fork. However, I do
wish to briefly discuss a reservoir phenomenon common to
the Bartlesville and Prue. In looking at well cuttings from
these two sands, glauconite is a constituent that is present
in abundance. Glauconite is a “conductive solid” which
severely affects the resistivity of the sand on open-hole logs
and these two sands often have what we refer to as “low
resistivity” pay. Figure 21 are Dual Induction logs from two
wells in Long Branch Field, which produced from the
Bartlesville and Prue Sandstones. Please note the “low
resistivity” nature of the sands, especially the Bartlesville
log, which produced gas. Low resistivity pay can also occur
in the Skinner and Red Fork sands.

Figure 4.

Conclusion
The point of much of this work has been on how stratigraphic and erosional events can affect the final architecture of the sand body. An important relationship is the final
three-dimensional shape of the reservoir. In many cases,
the stratigraphic dip rates exceed that of the regional structural dip and may result in the best parts of the oil field
residing in “pseudo” structural high created by the shape
of the sand body. Figure 22 is an illustration of that process.
A common prospect idea is the drilling “up-dip” from a
well with thin sand, low in the stratigraphic section with oil
shows or water bearing marginal production. If it has been
eroded down to this position by a channel, it is possible that
the highest “structural” position in the sand is not up-dip
structurally to the well. In this illustration, there is 10 feet of
regional dip across a sand body that has 40 feet of reverse
“stratigraphic dip”, which leaves a net 30 feet of closed
structure at the top of the sand. By reconstructing the architecture of the sand bodies, a geologist can find significant
reserves in an old area.
(Continued)

Figure 5.
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Figure 7.

Figure 6.

Figure 9.
Figure 8.

(Continued)
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Figure 11.
Figure 10.

Figure 13.
Figure 12.

(Continued)
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Figure 14.

Figure 15.

Figure 17.
Figure 16.

(Continued)
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Figure 18.

Figure 19.

Figure 21.
Figure 20.

(Continued)
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Figure 22.

Final Thoughts
Keep an eye out for irregularities that suggest compartmentalization.

1.
Is the pinch-out of sand depositional or erosional?
2.
Different gas/oil/water contacts.
3.
Oils of different physical or chemical properties.
Pressure pockets are common as well.
4.
Coarsening downward log profile lying on top of a
coarsening upward profile in the same well bore. Sometimes
you can have a water wet channel sand lying on productive
deltaic sand.
Know and understand the regional setting for the deposition of the sandstone.
If you are going to waterflood, this type of analysis is
extremely important. I have seen many waterfloods that
did not work because water was injected into a compartment separate from the wells to be flooded.
Greg Riepl is an independent petroleum
geologist in Oklahoma City. He is a 1979
graduate of Kansas State University and
worked for Statex Petroleum in Oklahoma
and Texas from 1980-89 before becoming
an independent geologist. His current
focus is on vertical sand plays and horizontal Mississippian and Woodford plays
in central, northern and eastern Oklahoma.
n

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
In accordance with the SIPES Constitution, By-Laws & Code of Ethics, the following announcement of
new members unanimously approved by the SIPES Membership Committee during the last quarter is printed below.
Any member in possession of information which might possibly disqualify an applicant is asked to submit this information to the secretary of the society (Douglas H. McGinness II) within thirty days of this publication. To be considered, this information should be in writing and bear the writer's name. If this information is received within thirty days after the publication of the applicant's name, the SIPES Board of Directors
must reconsider its previous approval of the applicant. The board's action, after consideration of such new
information, shall be final.
D. Craig Smith, National Membership Committee

SIPES No.

Name

Chapter

Sponsors

3397

Rosemary Laidacker

Houston

Reciprocal DPA

3398

George S. (Steve) Adcock

Houston

Jim Tucker

Jonathan Jee

Russell Hamman

3399

Matthew G. Gallagher

Houston

William Smith

Hans Sheline

Craig Moore

Jr.

Grigoriy Perov

Houston

Charles Sternbach

Linda Sternbach

Lee Backsen

3400

Chris Clayton

Dallas

Reciprocal DPA

3401

William J. Burns

Midland

Ernest Angelo

Donald Becker

Arlen Edgar

3402

Thomas A. Brace

Ft. Worth

Reciprocal DPA

LTD

George W. Friesen

Midland

Reinstatement
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2014-2015 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP
Many thanks to the members listed below
for their continuing support of our society
M Promoter – $2500

Paul M. Strunk - Corpus Christi, TX

M Oil Finder – $1200

Wilbur C. Bradley - Wichita, KS
William C. Burkett - Midland, TX
Ralph J. Daigle - The Woodlands, TX
Kenneth J. Huffman - Mandeville, LA
Stephen D. Reynolds - Denver, CO
Thomas A. Smith - Austin, TX
Gene Van Dyke - Houston, TX

M Driller – $750

Michael A. Fogarty - New Orleans, LA
Donald C. Gifford - Dallas, TX
Dennis M. Gleason - Arlington, TX
Charles A. Lundberg III - Dallas, TX
Marc D. Maddox - Midland, TX
Douglas H. McGinness II - Wichita, KS
Charles W. Rogers - Lafayette, LA
Eugene R. Sidwell - Amarillo, TX
D. Craig Smith - Midland, TX
Clifford A. Walker - Dallas, TX

M Prospector – $500

Avinash C. Ahuja - Corpus Christi, TX
Craig F. Anderson - Houston, TX
Michael N. Austin - Westminster, CO
James B. Bennett - Houston, TX
William D. Bennett - Fredericksburg, TX
Paul W. Britt - Houston, TX
Lanny O. Butner - Wichita, KS
Brian S. Calhoun - Corpus Christi, TX
A.T. Carleton - Midland, TX
Robert M. Cluff - Denver, CO
Suzanne G. Cluff - Denver, CO
Rex D. Coppedge - Fairview, TX
Edward K. David - Roswell, NM
Lawrence H. Davis - Oklahoma City,OK
Ralph C. Duchin - Tucson, AZ
Arlen L. Edgar - Midland, TX
James P. Evans III - Franklin, LA
Thomas E. Ewing - San Antonio, TX
David A. Eyler - Midland, TX
William R. Finley - Lafayette, LA
William T. Goff III - Littleton, CO
Patrick J. F. Gratton - Dallas, TX
David G. Griffin - Midland, TX
Henry R. Hamman - Houston, TX
John E. Hankey - Houston, TX
James H. Henderson - Dallas, TX

Terry L. Hollrah - Oklahoma City, OK
Alfred James III - Wichita, KS
Ralph O. Kehle - Durango, CO
Walter S. Light, Jr. - Houston, TX
J. Phil Martin, Jr. - Spring, TX
Brian K. Miller - Midland, TX
H. Jack Naumann, Jr. - Midland, TX
Patrick A. Nye - Corpus Christi, TX
John D. Patterson - San Antonio, TX
Hugh C. Pendery - Dallas, TX
Michael A. Pollok - Purcell, OK
Julius M. Ridgway - Ridgeland, MS
A. Scott Ritchie - Wichita, KS
James D. Robertson - Fort Worth, TX
Deborah K. Sacrey - Houston, TX
C. Randall Schott - Houston, TX
Delmer L. Sloan - Midland, TX
Daniel L. Smith - Houston, TX
Michael R. Vasicek - Midland, TX
Scott A. Wainwright - Metairie, LA
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr. - Madison, MS
Jon R. Withrow - Oklahoma City, OK

F. X. O'Keefe - Denver. CO
J. David Overton - Midland, TX
Gary W. Palmer - San Antonio, TX
Arthur J. Pansze - Arvada, CO
Larry J. Rairden - Bellaire, TX
John M. Rakowski - Florissant, CO
Dwight S. Ramsay - Lafayette, LA
David L. Read - Highlands Ranch, CO
E. Gordon Reigle - Midland, TX
Richard H. Sams - Atlanta, GA
Martin R. Shumway - Worthington, OH
Stephen A. Sonnenberg - Golden, CO
C. Al Taylor, Jr. - Reston, VA
James A. Travillo - Houston, TX
John Troschinetz - Midland, TX
C. G. Tyner - Houston, TX
William A. Walker, Jr. - Austin, TX
William G. Watson - Midland, TX
James M. Zotkiewicz - Metairie, LA

M Investor – $100

Donald I. Andrews - Metairie, LA
Dawn S. Bissell - Corpus Christi, TX
M Roughneck – $250
Richard C. Blackwell - Midland, TX
Robert M. Altany - Midland, TX
Foy W. Boyd, Jr. - Midland, TX
William C. Bahlburg - Plano, TX
Raul F. Brito - Wichita, KS
Arthur E. Berman - Sugar Land, TX
Garnet W. Brock - Midland, TX
Raymond N. Blackhall - Spring, TX
Stephen D. Caffery - Lafayette, LA
Bruce M. Brady III - Midland, TX
David W. Childers - Houston, TX
Gilbert D. Brown - Amarillo, TX
Douglas J. Collins - Cypress, TX
Johnnie B. Brown - Midland, TX
Michael L. Douglas - Houston, TX
Glenn P. Burke - Houston, TX
Merle J. Duplantis - Mandeville, LA
Robert A. Cannon - Dallas, TX
Robert Ferguson - San Juan Capistrano, CA
George M. Carlstrom - Centennial, CO
Bruce W. Fields - Corpus Christi, TX
James R. Cleveland - Dallas, TX
Cliff J. Fontenot - Brenham, TX
Robert A. Cooksey - Richardson, TX
James W. Fowler - La Veta, CO
Wendell R. Creech - Midland, TX
James D. Gamble - Lafayette, LA
David R. Fox - Missouri City, TX
Thurman B. Geddie - Austin, TX
Roger A. Freidline - Midland, TX
Clem E. George - Midland, TX
Steven M. Goolsby - Lakewood, CO
David R. Grogan - Woodbine, MD
William R. Guffey - Dallas, TX
W. Kenneth Hall - Fort Worth, TX
Edward W. Heath - Durango, CO
James M. Hancock, Jr. - Meadows Place, TX
Harold W. Hanke - Oklahoma City, OK
Albert R. Hensley - Rockwall, TX
George S. Johnson - Amarillo, TX
Edward F. Haye - Houston, TX
Larry L. Jones - Houston, TX
Paul F. Hoffman - Houston, TX
Robert C. Leibrock - Midland, TX
Arthur H. Johnson - Kenner, LA
Peter MacKenzie - Worthington, OH
William M. Kazmann - Richardson, TX
John E. Kimberly - Midland, TX
Robert H. Marshall - Houston, TX
Christophe G. Mazzini - Dallas, TX
Bill J. Layton - San Antonio, TX
Gregg A. McDonald - Oklahoma City, OK Wayne Lebsack - Lyons, KS
Sally J. Meader-Roberts - Midland, TX
(Continued)
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H. Louis Lee - Austin, TX
Eugene J. Lipstate - Lafayette, LA
Robert W. Luker - Corpus Christi, TX
Donald J. Malone - Wichita, KS
Michael F. McKenzie - Lafayette, LA
Eric L. Michaelson - Midland, TX
Wayne D. Miller - Midland, TX
Robert J. Moffat, Jr. - Shreveport, LA
Craig Moore - Houston, TX
Michael S. Morris - Azle, TX
Robert G. Murphy - Santa Rosa Beach, FL
W. Don Neville - The Woodlands, TX
James F. O’Connell - Amarillo, TX
H. Rudy Parkison - Midland, TX
Edward B. Picou, Jr. - New Orleans, LA
Cecil R. Rives - Burton, TX
Vinton H. Sholl - San Antonio, TX
Jeffry A. Smith - Midland, TX
Robert L. Smith - San Antonio, TX

William M. Smith - Houston, TX
George W. Todd - Gainesville, TX
Mitchell F. Veh, Jr. - Bellaire, TX
John R. von Netzer - Oklahoma City, OK
Roy C. Walther - New Orleans, LA
Jerry L. Watkins - Dallas, TX
W. David Willig - Houston, TX

M Scout – $50

Audrey W. Adams - Houston, TX
Matthew D. Adams - Houston, TX
Orville R. Berg - Shreveport, LA
E. Bernard Brauer - Corpus Christi, TX
Douglas R. Essler - Dallas, TX
Leonard S. Fowler - Richardson, TX
William J. Furlong - New Orleans, LA
Eduardo Gonzales - Carrollton, TX
David N. Grimes - Midland, TX
James M. Hancock, Jr. - Meadows Place, TX

Travis A. Helms - New Iberia, LA
Stephen F. Hennigan - Lafayette, LA
Nolan Hirsch - Midland, TX
Susan M. Landon - Golden, CO
Nina C. Lian - Houston, TX
Steven R. Lockwood - Austin, TX
Jeffrey W. Lund - Houston, TX
Jack P. Martin - Lafayette, LA
Norman S. Neidell - Houston, TX
David C. Peterson - Boulder, CO
Eddie W. Rhea - Dallas, TX
W. Mark Rush - Houston, TX
Don D. Shawver - Wichita, KS
James M. Trimble - Houston, TX
Bonnie R. Weise - San Antonio, TX
Richard P. Wilkerson - Houston, TX
Gerrit Wind - Houston, TX
Lee Winn - Santa Fe, NM
u

SIPES Foundation 2013 Donor Awards
The SIPES Foundation is pleased to honor SIPES Members who,
in 2013, reached the following cumulative gift levels:

Platinum — $5,000
Thornton E. Anderson — Wichita, KS
William R. Finley — Lafayette, LA
Julius M. Ridgway — Ridgeland, MS
u

Emerald — $2,500
Stewart Chuber — Schulenburg, TX
Marshall C. Crouch III — Denver, CO
Marlan W. Downey — Dallas, TX
Paul M. Strunk — Corpus Christi, TX
u

Gold — $1,000
William D. Bennett — Fredericksburg, TX
Paul W. Britt — Houston, TX
Jack C. Cartwright — Midland, TX
Ralph J. Daigle — The Woodlands, TX
Duncan D. Dubroff — Houston, TX
Bruce W. Fields — Corpus Christi, TX
Henry R. Hamman — Houston, TX
Larry L. Jones — Houston, TX
Charlie J. Kosarek — Boerne, TX
Douglas H. McGinness II — Wichita, KS
James F. O’Connell — Amarillo, TX
Hugh C. Pendery — Dallas, TX

Eduardo A. Riddle — Corpus Christi, TX
Eugene R. Sidwell — Amarillo, TX
C. Al Taylor, Jr. — Reston, VA
Jimmy D. Thomas — Decatur, TX
James P. Walker — Oklahoma City, OK
u

Silver — $500
Don W. Beauchamp — Cheney, KS
Richard C. Blackwell — Midland, TX
James R. Cleveland — Dallas, TX
James W. Denny — Marietta, OH
Cliff J. Fontenot — Brenham, TX
David R. Grogan — Woodbine, MD
Pete J. Klentos — Lafayette, LA
Robert W. Maxwell, Jr. — Corpus Christi, TX
Patrick H. McKinney — Houston, TX
Michael S. Morris — Azle, TX
Arthur J. Pansze, Jr. — Arvada, CO
H. W. Peace II — Oklahoma City, OK
Christopher P. Renaud — Midland, TX
Claude H. Roberts, Jr. — Houston, TX
George D. Severson — New Orleans, LA
George D. Zimmerman — Midland, TX
u
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SIPES 2013-2014 Membership Directory
The SIPES 2013-2014 Membership Directory DVD
has been mailed to all SIPES Members. Please contact
the SIPES Office if you would like to purchase
a spiral-bound printed copy of the directory.
The cost is $40.00 for SIPES Members and $80.00 for non-members.
214-363-1780

l

sipes@sipes.org
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SOCIETY OF INDEPENDENT PROFESSIONAL EARTH SCIENTISTS

Advertising and Sponsorship Order Form
SIPES 52nd Annual Meeting & 2015 Convention
JUNE 15-18, 2015



D E E R VA L L E Y, U TA H

2 0 1 5 C O N V E N T I O N A D V E R T I S I N G R AT E S
Business Card (2" h x 3.5" w) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $60
Quarter Page (5" h x 3.35" w). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $120
Half Page (5" h x 7" w) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200
Full Page (10" h x 7.5" w) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350
Sold! Inside Front Cover (Color) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $750
Sold! Inside Back Cover (Color). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $750
Sold! Outside Back Cover (Color) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000
Your ad will appear in the 2015 Convention registration book, the program book, and the 2015 Membership Directory DVD

2 0 1 5 C O N V E N T I O N S P O N S O R S H I P R AT E S
Silver Sponsor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500
Gold Sponsor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000
(Gold Sponsors receive one complimentary convention registration)

Platinum Sponsor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,000
(Platinum Sponsors receive one complimentary convention registration, a complimentary 1/2 page ad, and the
opportunity to include advertising materials in the convention registration packets)

Emerald Sponsor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,000
(Emerald Sponsors receive two complimentary convention registrations, a complimentary full page ad, the
opportunity to include advertising materials in the convention registration packets, and other forms of recognition)

Diamond Sponsor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,000
(Diamond Sponsors receive the same benefits as Emerald Sponsors, plus additional perks)
Sponsor company names and logos will be included on the SIPES website (www.sipes.org).
Names can be hyperlinked to company webpages or to an e-mail form. Company names and logos will be printed
in the convention registration and program books, and on a banner that will be displayed at all convention functions.
Sponsors may also choose to host or co-host a convention event.
Circulation: SIPES Members, Industry Customers, Individuals Responsible for Directing Purchases of Goods and Services
Deadline for Inclusion: January 19, 2015  Publication Dates: March & June 2015  Ad Format: Camera-ready or digital

O R D E R F O R M & P AY M E N T O P T I O N S - P l e a s e C i r c l e Yo u r S e l e c t i o n

Business Card
Quarter Page
Half Page
Full Page
Cover Page
Silver Sponsor
Gold Sponsor
Platinum Sponsor
Emerald Sponsor
Diamond Sponsor
Name:___________________________________________________ Contact:______________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________ Telephone:___________________________________________________
City:___________________________ State:_______ Zip Code:________________________ Fax:_____________________________________
Ad Size:________________________ Amount Enclosed:_____________ E-Mail:____________________________________________________
Payment Information: Please Circle Form of Payment
____ Payment

Enclosed

___ Bill Me*

Make Checks Payable to: SIPES 2015 Convention

___ VISA

___ MasterCard

___ Discover

___ American Express

(*Payment must be received by January 19, 2015 for inclusion in publication)

For online
payments —
see Page 21

C R E D I T C A R D I N F O R M AT I O N
Credit Card No.:________________________________________________________________________ Expiration Date:___________________
Billing Address and Zip Code:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Name on Card:________________________________________________ Signature:_________________________________________________
Mail or Fax this order form with copy of ad/business card to: SIPES, 4925 Greenville Ave., Suite 1106, Dallas, Texas 75206
Phone: 214-363-1780
Fax: 214-363-8195 E-mail: sipes@sipes.org
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$2,000 - $2,999
Thornton E. Anderson
Scholarship Endowment Fund

David A. Eyler

In memory of M. Donald McGregor
& John E. Scherer

Julius M. Ridgway

In honor of Dudley J. Hughes

George W. Todd

Scholarship Endowment Fund
T

$1,000 - $1,999
William C. Burkett

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Stewart Chuber

In memory of Jack G. Elam
& Perry O. Roehl

Marshall C. Crouch III
William R. Finley
Dennis M. Gleason
Thomas A. Smith
Paul M. Strunk
Mark A. Worthey
Scholarship Endowment Fund
T

$700 - $799
Donald R. Hembre
John P. Moffitt
T

$600 - $699
Jimmy D. Thomas
T

$500 - $599
William D. Bennett
Wilbur C. Bradley
Ralph J. Daigle

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Earl E. Gaertner

In memory of Kenneth O. Seewald,
Richard W. Stump,
G. Pat Bolden & Robert M. Grace

Kenneth J. Huffman
Peter W. Hummel
Robert H. Marshall
Christophe G. Mazzini

Scholarship Endowment Fund
in memory of Charles C. Mazzini

Douglas H. McGinness II
In honor of Douglas H. McGinness

Arthur J. Pansze
Harry Ptasynksi*
Barry J. Rava
David L. Read
A. Scott Ritchie
Eugene R. Sidwell
Jon R. Withrow

In memory of M. Donald McGregor

Robert M. Wynne, Jr.

In memory of M. Donald McGregor

Scholarship Endowment Fund

T

$400 - $499
Sally J. Meader-Roberts
C. Al Taylor, Jr.
Scholarship Endowment Fund

John C. Worley

In memory of John F. Sullik
& Leonard W. Howard
T

$300 - $399

Dan A. Hughes

In memory of M. Donald McGregor

Ralph O. Kehle
Charlie J. Kosarek

Duncan D. Dubroff
Ralph C. Duchin
Merle J. Duplantis
Jacob D. Eisel
Douglas R. Essler
James P. Evans III
Thomas E. Ewing
Bruce W. Fields
Cliff J. Fontenot

William E. LaRoche
Robert C. Leibrock
Marc D. Maddox

In memory of Richard Grice

Richard McCullough
John C. Nichols

In memory of M. Donald McGregor
& Kenneth O. Seewald

James F. O’Connell
H. Rudy Parkison
Gerald S. Pitts
Michael A. Pollok
Larry J. Rairden

Scholarship Endowment Fund

John M. Rakowski
Dennis R. Robbins

Louis C. Bortz
Claude H. Roberts, Jr.

Scholarship Endowment Fund

C. Ray Scurlock
John D. Sistrunk, Jr.

In memory of Al Wadsworth

In memory of C. Dan Bump

Scholarship Endowment Fund
in memory of Ronald R. Sistrunk

Richard O. Williams
George D. Zimmerman

In memory of Richard W. Stump
T

$200 - $299

Audrey W. Adams
Matthew D. Adams
Robert W. Anderson
Don W. Beauchamp
James B. Bennett

Marvolene Speed Bennett &
Carleton D. Speed, Jr. Fund

George M. Carlstrom
Jack C. Cartwright

In memory of Richard W. Stump
& John E. Scherer

James R. Cleveland
Lawrence H. Davis
Marlan W. Downey
Roger A. Freidline
David G. Griffin

In honor of Arlen L. Edgar

Henry R. Hamman

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Scott G. Heape

Thomas Drought

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Stephen R. Robichaud
Deborah K. Sacrey
William M. Smith
(Oklahoma City)

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Richard W. Thompson, Jr.
Stephen E. Collins Memorial
Scholarship Fund

Gene Van Dyke
Michael R. Vasicek

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Peter G. Gray
C. Barrett Greer, Jr.
Jack S. Griggs
C. Clyde Hamblin
Dean C. Hamilton

Stephen E. Collins Memorial
Scholarship Fund

Harold W. Hanke

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Edward F. Haye
George S. Johnson

Scholarship Endowment Fund
in memory of Jerry Knight

Larry L. Jones
Wayne Lebsack
Robert W. Luker
Robert W. Maxwell, Jr.

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Louis J. Mazzullo

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Michael F. McKenzie
Michael L. McReynolds

In memory of Victor F. Vasicek
& Jack G. Elam

In memory of M. Donald McGregor

James M. Zotkiewicz

South Texas Money Management

T

$100 - $199

John T. Abney
Norman K. Barker
Dawn W. Bissell
Raymond N. Blackhall
Richard C. Blackwell

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Foy W. Boyd, Jr.
Ross E. Brannian
Raul F. Brito
Carlo C. Christina
Robert D. Cowdery

In memory of John E. Scherer

C. Walter Dobie
Rebecca L. Dodge

Scholarship Endowment Fund

In memory of M. Donald McGregor

Craig E. Moore
William D. Neville
SIPES New Orleans Chapter
In memory of Ted Wall

Charles A. O’Niell III
Russell L. Oxsen
Gary W. Palmer

Scholarship Endowment Fund
in memory of M. Donald McGregor
& Mark Eidelbach

H. W. Peace II
Elwin M. Peacock
Hugh C. Pendery
Edward B. Picou, Jr.
E. Gordon Reigle
(Continued on Page 35)
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SIPES Foundation 2014 No Hassle Raffle Winners

Christopher P. Renaud

William G. Watson

Jerry B. Davis

In memory of Charles B. Renaud

In memory of Robert N. Watson

Scholarship Endowment Fund

J. E. Riseden
Cecil R. Rives
C. Randall Schott
Jeffry A. Smith

Richard Wilkerson
Gerrit Wind
Michael R. Wisda

Ross M. Davis
James W. Denny III
Charles Ebrom

In memory of John E. Scherer

Joe H. Smith

Scholarship Endowment Fund

William M. Smith
(Houston)

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Stephen A. Sonnenberg

In memory of Frank P. Sonnenberg

Raymond W. Stephens, Jr.
Raymond M. Timpanelli
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Harry P. Trivedi
C. G. Tyner

Scholarship Endowment Fund

John R. von Netzer
James P. Walker
In honor of Tom Davis

Rodger L. Walker
William A. Walker, Jr.
Roy C. Walther
Robert W. Waring*
In honor of Victor L. Cooper

H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr.

Scholarship Endowment Fund

In memory of M. Donald McGregor

I. Wayne Woolsey
John D. Wright
The Wukasch Family

In memory of Alvin A. Kollaja
& John E. Scherer

In memory of M. Donald McGregor
T

$50 - $99

William N. Barkhouse
Orville R. Berg
Christopher E. Betz

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Herbert F. Boles
Robert E. Boyer

Scholarship Endowment Fund

Garnet W. Brock
Bill D. Broughton
David W. Childers
The Crown Family

In memory of M. Donald McGregor

Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Danysh
In memory of M. Donald McGregor

Jene C. Darmstetter

Arlen L. Edgar

William J. Furlong
Monty Gist
David R. Grogan
William S. Grubb
William R. Guffey
James M. Hancock, Jr.
Paul A. Hardwick
Andrew Harper
Marc H. Helsinger
In memory of Marvin Taylor

B. Wayne Hoskins
A. Darryl James

In memory of Laurence E. Gnagy

George R. Jones
Pete J. Klentos
James O. Lance, Jr.
Bill Layton
Steven R. Lockwood

Jack P. Martin
Patrick H. McKinney
Eric L. Michaelson

In memory of L. H. Michaelson

Jim P. Miller
Robert J. Moffatt, Jr.
Michael S. Morris
Marvin A. Munchrath
Donald P. Olive
J. David Overton
Arthur J. Pyron
Eddie W. Rhea
David B. Roberts
W. Mark Rush
Richard H. Sams
Hector F. San-Martin
George D. Severson
Clifford H. Sherrod, Jr.
Tiffany M. Stephens
Scholarship Endowment Fund

Jack M. Thorson
Arthur H. Trowbridge
Louis O. Vidrine
Ralph O. Wilson II

Marvolene Speed Bennett &
Carleton D. Speed, Jr. Fund

Scholarship Endowment Fund

* Deceased

Donald J. Malone

T

The SIPES Foundation gratefully accepts all donations and acknowledges these contributions with a letter.
Due to limited space in the newsletter, we are unable to list gifts under $50.
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SIPES
4925 Greenville Avenue, Suite 1106
Dallas, Texas 75206-4019
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President.......................................... Ralph J. Daigle................................................Houston, Texas

2014-2015
SIPES
Officers

Vice-President.................................. D. Craig Smith................................................Midland, Texas
Vice-President of
National Energy............................ George M. Carlstrom..................................Denver, Colorado
Secretary......................................... Douglas H. McGinness II............................... Wichita, Kansas
Treasurer......................................... Michael A. Fogarty............................. New Orleans, Louisiana

Donna F. Balin................................................................................................. San Antonio, Texas
Howard E. Davenport................................................................................................ Austin, Texas
Douglas R. Essler......................................................................................................Dallas, Texas
William R. Finley............................................................................................. Lafayette, Louisiana

SIPES
Directors

Michael L. Jones....................................................................................................Houston, Texas
Jeffrey W. Lund.......................................................................................................Houston, Texas
Brian K. Miller.......................................................................................................Midland, Texas
Patrick A. Nye............................................................................................... Corpus Christi, Texas
Terence G. O'Hare....................................................................................................Dallas, Texas
Thomas J. Smith...................................................................................Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
C. Al Taylor, Jr....................................................................................................... Reston, Virginia

SIPES Vision Statement

To be the pre-eminent organization for furthering
the professional and business interests
of independent practitioners of the earth sciences.
In achieving this vision, emphasis will be placed on
(1) professional competence,
(2) professional business ethics, and
(3) presenting a favorable, credible
and effective image of the Society.
Adopted by the SIPES Board of Directors
September 21, 1996

